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LECTURES – SYLABUS

1. Living systems - hypotheses about the origin of life and cells, prokaryotic and 

eukaryotic cells

2. Chemical composition of living system - water, biopolymers, cell membrane

system, transfer of substances across membranes

3. Cytoskeleton – filaments, motors, movement

4. Memory system of cells - genetic information, genes, chromosomes, expression

of genetic information

5. Cytogenetics - mutations, Mendelian inheritance - Mendel's laws

6. Mendelian inheritance - gene interactions, gene linkage, Morgan laws, heredity 

and sex

7. Cell cycle - mitosis, meiosis, cytokinesis, cell death

8. Replication of genetic information

9. Methods of molecular biology - DNA isolation, PCR, gel electrophoresis, 

restriction analysis, DNA fingerprinting, sequencing, DNA hybridization, gene 

libraries, DNA chips

10. Non mendelian inheritance - maternal inheritance, maternal effects, genomic

imprinting, quantitative genetics

11. Population genetics - HW principles, genetic flow, genetic drift, selection, 

mutation, evolution

12. Energy - photosynthesis, respiration, catabolism

13. Cell signaling



Origin of life

Living systems
(non cell form of life, cells)



Philosophy (description) of life

- unscientific religious opinions (ancient world, Middle Ages)

- development of biology, physics, chemistry (17th, 18th century)

 NEOMECHANISM (19th) - physical and chemical explanation 

of life  

 VITALISM and NEOVITALISM (beg. 20th) - organism 

has body and soul

 HOLISM (beg. 20th): hierarchy of living systems

 MECHANICISM (R. Descartes, 

17th) - mechanical explanation of life, 

organism is like „living machine“



Linnaeus Haeckel Chatton Copeland Whittaker Woese et al. Woese et al.

(1735) (1866) (1937) (1953) (1959) (1977) (1990)

2 kingdoms 3 kingd. 2 empires 4 kingd. 5 kingd. 6 kingd. 3 domains

(not treated)
Protista

Prokaryota Monera Monera
Eubacteria Bacteria

Archaebacteria Archea

Eukaryota

Protista
Protista Protista 

Eukarya

Vegetabilia
Plantae

Fungi Fungi

Plantae Plantae Plantae

Animalia Animalia Animalia Animalia Animalia

Classification of life



TAXONOMY (from the Greek: taxis = order, nomos = law or science), 

Homo sapiens

Domain Eukarya

Kingdom Animalia (animals)

Phylum Chordata (vertebrates) 

Class Mammalia (mammals) 

Order Primates (primates) 

Family Hominidae

(humans and apes)

Genus Homo (humans) 

Species sapiens

Draw example of phylogenetic treec

Phylogenesis - taxonomic units (taxon)

PhyloCode - new code of nomenclature, clades





Living systems: hierarchically organized open self-

organizing system that have the special characteristics of life

aiming to maintain its existence and to reproduce itself 

Eukaryota and Archea – DNA + histone, the same AA in translation, ATP in flagela… 



1. Determined in space and time

2. Genetic and structural unity, hierarchical organization

3. Open thermodynamical systems (reduction of entropy): 

flow of matter, energy and information

4. Autoregulation (feedback system)

5. Reactivity to external stimuli (cell signalling)

6. (auto) reproduction

7. Ontogeny + phylogeny (evolution) 

General characteristics of 

living systems

*reproduction isn’t such a definitive, unique quality of life (mules don’t 

reproduce and neither do sterile men)



ORIGIN OF LIFE

http://calspace.ucsd.edu/Mars99/docs/library/_vti_bin/shtml.exe/science/exobiology/origin_of_life2.html/map
http://calspace.ucsd.edu/Mars99/docs/library/_vti_bin/shtml.exe/science/exobiology/origin_of_life2.html/map


- a theory of how the universe was created from a cosmic 

explosion that threw matter in all directions

- 10 to 20 billion years ago

 all matter was packed into a very small dense area 

 the universe suddenly started to expand

 the galaxies (our galaxy is Milky Way with solar system as a small part 

of it) in the universe are moving farther away from each 

other 

How the universe was formed? The Big Bang Theory



ABIOGENESIS

(in Greek a-bio-genesis, "non biological origins")

Aristoteles

 life spontaneously evolved from nonliving

things (e.g. mice spontaneously appear in stored grain, 

worm spontaneously appear in meat…). 

 today the term is used to refer to hypotheses

about the chemical origin of life

How the life was formed? Origin of life - theories

BIOGENESIS 

 present theory

 living things come only from other living things (e.g. mice come

only from mice, bacteria come from bacteria..)



1936 - Aleksandr Ivanovich Oparin (Russian biochemist)

 Earth's atmosphere was made of gases: ammonia,     

hydrogen, methane and water vapor (no oxygen)!!

 energy from lightning, rays from the sun caused these 

gases to combine and fall into the hot seas - "Primordial

Soup Model"

 combined gases became more complex (organic molecules

could be created by the exposure of natural substances to sunlight (UV 

radiation) and combine into larger molecules)

 simple forms of life (microorganisms) were formed and evolved

into various life forms that exist today

 there was no protective ozone layer in the atmosphere, 

higher % of UV radiation reached the surface of the Earth

How life began?



1953 - chemist Stanley L. Miller worked under Harold C. Urey 

Experiment:

Reduced mixture of ammonia (NH3), hydrogen (H2),

methane (CH4), water (H2O) 

 water was heated to induce evaporation, sparks were fired 

between the electrodes to simulate lightning, then the 

atmosphere was cooled

 carbon formed 13 amino acids (glycine is the most abundant)

 sugars, lipids and some of the building blocks for NA were 

also formed (DNA, RNA were not formed)

Demonstrated that substances present in living things 

(such as amino acids) could come from nonliving 

materials in the environment. 



Joan Oró i Florensa - synthesis of the nucleotide adenine 

(key component of NA) from cyanide and ammonia



Eobiont (protobiont) = primitive living system (ancestor of living 

cells), aggregates of molecules surrounded from environment 

How cell was created?



- earliest cell were prokaryotes - anaerobic, heterotrophic

 chemosynthetic prokaryotes evolved when the food ran out 

 photosynthetic prokaryotes evolved and produced oxygen

ozone layer was formed more life forms



 DNA and RNA are self-replicating

RNA acts as template to synthetize new RNA, is self-catalytic

and is believed to have appeared first ( "RNA world") !!!

catalysis

Write formula of gene expressionc

Ribozymes = RNA that can

catalyse the synthesis of RNA

What was the first DNA or RNA?



 RNA was surrounded by 

membrane  replicative 

ribozyme hypercycle 
(REPLICATOR)

 integration of proteosynthesis
(RNA catalyzes protein formation, enzymes 

catalyze RNA synthesis)

 DNA probably evolved later
(DNA is more stable, could protect the genetic 

material in the nucleus)

gene expression



Non cell form of life

VIRUSES (virus = toxin or poison) 

 non-living form of life (don´t respond to changes in the

environment), size (20-300 nm)

 contain nucleid acid (DNA or RNA) + protein coat (capsid) 

= nucleocapsid, there can be other envelope

 can replicate themselves only by infecting a host cell of

prokaryotes and eukaryotes

 viruses may have a lytic or a lysogenic cycle (or both)

Bacteriophages (phages) - infect specific bacteria 

DNA viruses - enter the host via endocytosis, release by 

lysis or budding

RNA viruses - four different mode of replication based on 

polarity of RNA and number of strands (see 

Biology and Genetic – handbook for practical)

Reverse transcribing viruses (retroviruses) - replicate 

by reverse transcription (enzyme transcriptase)

Can we observe viruses in light microscope?



STAGES OF VIRAL REPLICATION

Attachment - depends on specific attachment sites (viral 

receptors, usually glycoproteins)

Penetration - by several mechanisms:

1) transfer of viral particle across cell membrane by

endocytosis

2) transfer of only the viral genome through the cell membrane

Synthesis of NA and proteins (gene expression in different type of 

viruses - see Biology and Genetics – handbook for practicals)

Maturation - completion of the capsid, the completed particles 

are referred to as virions

Release

1) host cell lysis, which results in the death of the host cell

2) budding through cytoplasmic or vesicle membranes



bacteriophage

prophage

bacteria

Lytic cycle Lysogenic cycle



Retroviruses = ssRNA (virus HIV)

- reverse transcriptase

- provirus

What does mean reverse transcription?



Non cell form of life

VIROIDS

- smaller than virus, consist of a short single-stranded (ss) 

circular RNA without protein coat

- proposed that they are "escaped introns„

- plant pathogen (distorted growth), transmitted by seed, pollen

VIRUSOIDS

- single-stranded circular RNA without protein

- plant pathogen, classified as satellies (infect plants in 

conjunction with helper virus)

What does it mean introns?



PRIONS

- infectious agents composed only of protein

- affect brain and other neural tissue and cause inherited 

transmissible degenerative spongiform encephalopathy in 

a variety of animals (BSE in cattle, scrapie in sheep and 

goats, FSE in cats, CJD in humans) 

PrPC (c= ''cellular or common'') - normal protein with 

conformation α-helix, found on the membranes of cells 

even in healthy people and animals 

PrPSc (Sc= ''scrapie'') - infectious isoform of PrPC with changed 

conformation to β-sheet, resistant to proteases 

- aggregations of these abnormal isoforms form a highly 

structured amyloid fiber 

Non cell form of life



Healthy animal

Diseased animal



Robert Hooke (1663) - discovered and used name cell (cell 

looked similar to cellula = small rooms, observed dead cells = cork)

Anton van Leeuwenhoek - observed cell under microscope

Jean-Baptiste Lamarck - recognized that living things were 

made of cells

Theodor Schwann, Matthias Jakob Schleiden (1839) - cells 

are the basic unit of life

History of Cell Theory

Rudolph Virchow - "Omnis cellula e cellula„ = all cells arise 

from pre-existing cells

J.E. Purkyně - cell theory, some cells named after him



1. all living things are made up of cells

2. cell is structural & functional unit of all living things

3. cells come from pre-existing cells by division 

4. same in chemical composition and hereditary 

information

5. energy flow (metabolism & biochemistry) 

Modern Cell Theory

„The Cell Theory is to Biology as Atomic Theory is to Physics“

Two exceptions:

- viruses

- first cell did not originate from a preexisting cell 



Cell Theory Rap
Listen close to the story I tell.

It's the rapping story of the living cell.

It's a happy tune that's sort of cheery.

About a real tough topic called the cell theory.

All animals, plants, and protists too,

Are made of cells with different jobs to do.

They're the basic units of all organisms,

And I hope by now you got the rhythm.

It all started with one dude named Hooke.

Who at some cork cells took a look.

He used a scope and took his time.

'Cause a cell is small and thinner than a dime.

Say 1, 2, 3, 4,

Are you ready to learn some more?

The animal cell has many parts,

And you must know each one by heart.

Like the farmer man in the dell.

The nucleus controls the cell.

its gives the orders -- kind of like a brain.

And it's protected by a nuclear membrane.

Around the cell, you'll find another "skin,"

The cellular membrane holds the whole cell in

But its job isn't simple there's no doubt,

It lets some particles go in and out.

Now please don't lose your science enthusiasm,

Listen to the story of the cytoplasm.

All around the cell this thick fluid does go,

But in the nucleus it will not flow.

And don't forget those ribosomes -

This is where proteins come from.

These protein factories are so small, you'll agree,

You need an electron microscope to see.

Just when you thought you weren't having any fun,

Along comes the endoplasmic reticulum.

These tubelike structures serve as a track,

To carry stuff to the membrane and back.

Now have you ever seen any doughnuts without holes?

In a cell, they're called vacuoles.

They're filled with stuff like H2O

And they carry food so the cell can grow.

Last of all, but not the very least,

Mitochondria - mighty cellular beasts,

Since they turn sugars into energy so well,

We call them the powerhouse of the cell.

Now my friend, you know it well,

The unforgettable story of the living cell.



PROKARYOTIC CELL (Prokaryotes)

(pro = before; karyon = nucleus) 

primarily evolved organisms (3.5 billion years)

unicellular (archea, eubacteria, cyanobacterium), size 1-10 m

nucleoid consisting of circular bacterial chromosome 

(circular ds DNA without histons)

ribosomes 70S

non-mitotic (binary) cell division 

autotrophs and heterotrophs

rare cytoskeleton and membrane-bound organelles

 EUBACTERIA

murein cell wall / aminoacid formylmethionin initiating translation / hydrogen in  flagela

 ARCHEA (ARCHEBACTERIA)

pseudomurein /protein/ or no cell wall / aminoacid methionin initiating translation / ATP in   

flagela 

- usually live in extreme environments (thermophiles, halophiles, etc)

*membrane organelle:

ACIDOKALCIOZOM 

(in Helicobacter pylori, 

Corynebacterium diphtheriae)



- archea, bacteria – characteristic, examples

- staining of bacteria (Gram staining)

- other differences from eukaryotes (DNA replication, gene 

expression…)

(see hanbook for practicals, other lectures)



cell wall of bacteria

G-

G+

Peptidoglycan = murein



Gram-staining

ethanol

Lugol 

solution

carbolfuchsin



Bacterial conjugation



(eu = true; karyon = nucleus)

evolved 1.5 billion years ago

unicellular, multicellular organisms (animals, plants, fungi, protists)

cell size > 10 m

nucleus with chromosomes (linear dsDNA + histones)

ribosomes 80S (mitochondrial and chloroplast ribosomes 70S)

mitotic cell division (meiotic division for sex cells)

well-developed membrane and cytoskeletal systems, a lot of organelles

PLANT CELLS

- mitochondria and chloroplasts

- cellulose in cell wal

- photoautotrophsFUNGAL CELLS

- mitochondria

- chitin in cell wal

- heterotrophs

ANIMAL CELLS

- mitochondria

- no cell wal

- heterotrophs

PROTISTA (ciliates)

EUKARYOTIC CELL (Eukaryotes)



PLANT CELL



ANIMAL CELL

Not in animal cells:

Cell wall

Chloroplast



Hierarchy: molecule (monomere)

macromolecule (polymere)

supramolecular complex (ribosome, biomembrane)

cell organelle

cell 

Cell organelles - compartments limited by membranes

Can you draw nucleus?



 nuclear envelope with 2 membranes (outer-continuous with rER), 

 perinuclear space

NUCLEUS

Nuclear pores:

- channels through the envelope composed of proteins 

(nucleoporins), 3000 - 4000 pores

- allow free passage of small molecules and ions, large 

molecules (proteins, NA) are transported activelly 



Nuclear lamina:

- networks of intermediate filaments

(lamin) on the internal face of the 

envelope, mechanical support, anchoring 

sites for chromosomes

Nuclear matrix:

- protein-containing fibrilar network 

Nucleoplasm:

- viscous liquid, similar to cytoplasm

Origin of nucleus by endosymbiosis ??? 

(large virus penetrated procaryote cell)
P. Bell (Australia), L.P.Villareal (USA) - 2005





Nucleolous: 

- densely-stained structure (suborganelle) in 

nucleus, without membrane

 synthesis of rRNA and assemble ribosomes

 synthesis of tRNA

Genetic information in nucleus: 

 nucleus maintains the integrity of genes and control the cell 

activities by regulating gene expression

- in interphase, complex of DNA with proteins histones is 

known as chromatin, during cell division complex is 

visible as chromosome

euchromatin - light-colored, active transcription

heterochromatin - stained darkly, consists of mostly inactive DNA 

 constitutive heterochromatin - never expressed and located around 

the centromere and usually contains repetitive sequences

 facultative heterochromatin - which is sometimes expressed



- organelle found in eukaryotic cells (exept sperm cells)

- part of the endomembrane system (one membrane)

- interconnected network of tubules, vesicles and cisternae

ENDOPLASMIC RETICULUM (ER)

Rough endoplasmic reticulum (rER)

- covered with ribosomes ("rough" appearance)

- membrane is continuous with outer layer of nuclear envelope, 

no continuous with membrane of Golgi apparatus

 synthesis of protein and targeting it to their destinations

Smooth endoplasmic reticulum (sER)

- connected to the nuclear envelope

 synthesis of lipids, metabolism of carbohydrates, drug 

detoxification

 storage of calcium ions (in muscle cells = sarcoplasmic reticulum)

Can you draw ER?



Rough ER

Smooth ER



Can you draw Golgi apparatus?



- organelle in eukaryotic cells (named after Italian Camillo Golgi) 

- in plant it is called dictyosom

- part of the endomembrane system (one membrane)

- composed of membrane cisternae (usually 5-8) and a number 

of spherical vesicles.

GOLGI APPARATUS (Golgi body, Golgi complex, GA)



Cell secretion

Lasts about 30-60 minutes.



Secretion pathway: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTJoSSxG2sg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTJoSSxG2sg


- organelles with a single layer membrane, bud from the 

membrane of GA

- 40 types of hydrolytic enzymes (produced in ER, modified in 

GA), pH 4.8 is maintained by hydrogen ion pumps

 digestion of waste products, fats, sugars, proteins, 

digestion of cellular materials that have exceeded their 

lifetime or are no useful (autophagy)

LYSOSOMES



- one central or several vacuoles surrounded by a single 

membrane (tonoplast), in plant cells

- contain water, enzymes, ions (K+,Cl-), salts, toxins

(can protect against predators), pigments

VACUOLES - equivalent to lysosomes

Functions:

 push contents of the cytoplasm against cellular membrane, 

chloroplasts are closer to light

 maintain turgor (pressure against the cell wall) 

 enable change shape of the cell

 maintain acidic internal pH

 remove unwanted substances from the cell and isolate 

harmful materials (waste products) 

 role in autophagy, destruction of invading bacteria

Food vacuoles - used by some protists and macrophages in phagocytosis

Contractile vacuole - used to pump excess water out of the cell to reduce osmotic 

pressure and keep the cell from cytolysis (or osmotic lysis)





- ubiquitous organelles in eukaryotes with a single membrane

- self-replicate by enlarging and dividing 

- contain oxidative enzymes for oxidative reactions 

Function:

 decomposition of biohazardous chemicals

- enzymes remove hydrogen from organic substrates in  

oxidative reaction and produce toxic hydrogen peroxide 

(H2O2), then enzyme Catalase splits H2O2

- oxygen is then used to oxidize other substrates 

(phenols, formaldehyde, alcohol) in liver and kidney  

 breakdown of fatty acid and conversion to acetyl-CoA in a 

beta-oxidation, production of bile acids

PEROXISOMES

2H2O2 2H2O + O2

Can you draw mitochondria and chloroplast?



- size (1 to 10 μm), number (1 to several million per cell) 

- outer and inner membrane, intermembrane space, cristae, 

matrix

MITOCHONDRION (in plural mitochondria)

 cellular power plants - generates ATP (see cell respiration)

 ds circular DNA, ribosomes (70S)

 growth and division is not linked to the cell cycle



- membrane organelle, in plant cells, algae and some protists

- flat discs (diameter 2 to 10 μm, thick 1 μm), number (about 50)

- inner and outer membrane, intermembrane space, stroma

Thylakoids: sub-organelles arranged in stacks called grana

CHLOROPLAST (chloros = green, plast = form or entity)

 conduct photosynthesis (see photosynthesis)

 contains ds circular DNA, ribosomes (70S)

growth and division is not linked to the cell cycle



(Greek: endo=inner, sym=together, biosis = living)

Theory that explain evolution of eukaryotic cells from prokaryotic 

cells, explains the origins of organelles (mitochondria and 

chloroplasts) in eukaryotic cells

(Lynn Margulis, 1981 "Symbiosis in Cell Evolution„)

 anaerobic cell ingested aerobic bacterium but failed to 

digest it 

 aerobic bacterium evolved into the first mitochondrion

 cell captured photosynthetic cyanobacterium and failed to 

digest it 

 cyanobacterium evolved into the first chloroplast

Endosymbiosis



Animation:* https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oSqXAwLsZc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oivixxWvfsQ

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOiVG2NBIKk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8oSqXAwLsZc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oivixxWvfsQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AOiVG2NBIKk


Other bacteria
Photosynthetic
bacteria

Plants Animals Fungi

Chloroplasts

Archebacteria Eubacteria Ancient anaerobic eukaryotes

Ancient prokaryotes
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Mitochondria



- internal fluid of the cell with pH 7.0

- "soup" of water, dissolved ions, small molecules, large 

water-soluble molecules (protein 20-30%, role in signal 

transduction and glycolysis, part of the ribosomes) 

- chemical reaction (glycolysis..)

CYTOSOL (CYTOPLASM)


